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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(ANGELA)Good afternoon, everyone. Welcome to the PlanIt Webinar Series. My name is Angela Torres. I will be facilitating the webinar today. This is the first in the 2016 “Basics” webinar series. PlanIt is the Council’s effort to provide educational opportunities for the 2040 comprehensive plan update process. PlanIt will include not only the webinar series but workshops, seminars, and conferences. We are also expanding the Local Planning Handbook’s online resources with a series of online tutorials and expert articles on all things related to comprehensive planning. We will be rolling out new resources continuously, so stay tuned for that. If at any time during this presentation, you have any questions, please post them by using the webinar’s control panel. We will have a Q&A at the end of the presentation and answer as many of your questions as possible.Today’s session is “Kicking off Your Comprehensive Plan”. We will be talking about the regional development guide Thrive MSP 2040, regional and local forecasts, and how these impact your local comprehensive plan update.Let me briefly introduce you to the presenters for today’s webinar. Dan Marckel is a Planning Analyst at the Metropolitan Council working on implementation of Thrive MSP 2040.Dennis Farmer is a Research Analyst at the Metropolitan Council developing local forecasts, working on the Council’s transportation model, and the Council’s forecasting tools. Dan, I’ll turn it over to you to begin the presentation.(DAN)Thanks, Angela.I will be presenting two things today:-  An overview of the planning cycle in our region. Sort of the big background.-  And then, highlight from Thrive MSP 2040, which is our regional development guide.My part of the presentation tends to be a little bit abstract, so as we go I’m going to try and share some examples of how these issues appear in local situations.   I’ll also try and mention some of the technical assistance available to communities throughout the whole process.



Regional 10-year Planning Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(DAN)Every ten years, our region goes through a long-range planning process to shape public investments and influence private development. Behind all this work is a simple goal – to ensure orderly and economical development of our region. The diagram shown on this slide shows major steps in the process. Starting in the upper right:   1. The U.S. Census kicks off the cycle, and gives us population characteristics with a really fine level of geographic detail.We spend a couple years at the Met Council staff analyzing this data to identify trends, and to provide job, population and household growth forecasts for the region. (In a few minutes, Dennis will be talking about the forecasting in more detail.)Council staff also uses this period to engage with people throughout the region to identify issues that they’re experiencing in their communities.And at the same time, we also have an extended discussion with Met Council members about what the data tell us, and what people throughout the region are experiencing.. 2. Thrive MSP 2040 is the result of all this analysis and engagement.Thrive is the name of this decade’s regional development guide. You’ll hear us talk about it sometimes as Thrive or sometimes as developmental guide.Thrive describes “the state of the region.”It identifies large trends likely to affect us all in the coming decades.It sets the Met Council’s approach to addressing these trends.And it guides the Regional System and Policy Plans.3. The System and Policy Plans:Are documents we write that describe in detail how the Council will move forward with its own operations, investments, and planning activities. And they also—for everyone here—directly inform comp plan requirements in each community. After all that planning work is done, those documents are written.  4. System Statements come next.Each community received a [customized] System Statement last fall.The system statements explain in detail how all the policies and system plans impact local comprehensive plan requirements. So if you haven’t looked at those, you probably want to for your own community.  5. Local Planning Handbook At the same time as the system statements were released, the Local Planning Handbook was launched. This is a new effort this decade, and it has been a major undertaking here. It’s a comprehensive technical guide that helps communities meet the minimum requirements to submit a [complete] plan for the Met Council’s review. But it also has a lot of new features that communities can use as resources during their upcoming [update] process. This is a living document and it’s intended to have a lot of resources that are flexible with what is added in there. If you find things that you would recommend in here, talk to your sector reps, we’d be interested in improving the Local Planning Handbook through the course of the planning process. 6. Comprehensive Plan Updates are next.All communities received their system statement at the end of 2015. They have until the end of 2018 to finish their comprehensive plan. This gives communities a couple of years—almost 3 years—to conduct their own planning process and adopt the updates. After a plan is completed, we all move into Local Plan Implementation.  7. Local Plan ImplementationThis phase includes amendments when conditions change new studies or small area plans are conducted, or when new development proposals appear.The implementation phase continues through the next decennial census, when we start this cycle all over again.
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(DAN)This cycle is not a new practice in our region.We’ve been planning together for at least 5 decades.  It’s kind of fun to see covers from the different plans over the years. The graphics, titles, funding sources and programs each change a little bit over time. But it’s also interesting to see how consistent the basic process is. The structure has stayed pretty much the same.  We emphasize the “Orderly and Economical Development of the region.”The Council focuses on the regional investments: things like regional highways and sewers, transit service, regional parks, overall population trends.And local Cities, townships and counties focus on investments and decisions like local road networks and sewer networks, land use and development controls, and local parks systems and so forth. And the process has time built in for lots of mutual discussion and review to make sure that everyone’s plans work together.



Trends in the Region
• Continued job, household and population growth
• Demographic shifts
• Emerging environmental challenges
• Economic competition with other regions
• Constrained fiscal resources
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(DAN)In the current decade, a number of trends are converging that affect us all. We’re growing older and more diverse. We are projected to add jobs, households and population over the next 30 years. We’re looking at increasing 783,000 residents between 2010 and 2040. For a little perspective, that’s about 75% of all the forecast population growth in Minnesota. That’s good news; we have a vibrant region that’s attracting residents, and we have something that we can actually manage going forward.  I mentioned that we are growing older and more diverse, I’ll talk about that in a minute.  Environmental issues are becoming more pressing.We have continuing surface water quality and ground water quantity issues that require attention.And some new things, we’re seeing more intense weather events that can threaten infrastructure and private property. So these are the things that change over the course of five decades that we’re having to face now.  Economically, our region is increasingly competing with other regions for businesses, capital and talent. So we have a slightly more competitive role as a region than we have in the past.  And underlying all of these pressures, constrained fiscal resources means we have to do more with less. One note, these are big trends for the region as a whole; they’re large numbers, but they do press on each community in various ways that comprehensive plans can take up and address.



Older residents driving 
household growth

Source:  1990-2010 data on population from Census Bureau; 
2040 forecasts from the Metropolitan Council (February 2014 release)
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Presentation Notes
(DAN)For instance, one of our trends I mentioned is “aging.” Our population will be getting older between 2010 and 2040.You can see on this slide the “65-plus” age group increases from one in six households in 2010…



Older residents driving 
household growth

Source:  1990-2010 data on population from Census Bureau; 
2040 forecasts from the Metropolitan Council (February 2014 release)
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(DAN)…to one in three households in 2040. Cities may want to do a lot of thinking about that in their comprehensive planning process. Take a look and see what your community’s projections are in terms of aging.  How will an older population affect housing needs in the community?If residents want to remain in their community but not in their existing home, is there even a place for them to move?Of these older households, we’re typically talking about smaller households, a lot of single-person households, and we want to make sure that residents have options in every community to live in. Are there opportunities to add more housing choices? And if people move out of their existing houses, who are the next buyers for those homes? Apart from housing, what services or amenities might an older population need or want? These are all things your community can discuss in your Comp Plans. 



More people of color!
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Source:  1990-2010 data on population from Census Bureau; 
2040 forecasts from the Metropolitan Council (February 2014 release)
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(DAN)Similarly, Our population will diversify between 2010 and 2040. On this slide, you can see the blue bars at the bottom of these columns, is the white population. The white population remains almost the same size between 1990 through 2010, into 2040. But the percentage of people of color in our region will grow…. 



More people of color!

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040
White Black or African-American Asian and other Latino

Source:  1990-2010 data on population from Census Bureau; 
2040 forecasts from the Metropolitan Council (February 2014 release)

9 percent 
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color in 1990 

24 percent 
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color in 2010
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(DAN)...from 9 percent in 1990 to 24 percent in 2010…



More people of color!

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040
White Black or African-American Asian and other Latino

Source:  1990-2010 data on population from Census Bureau; 
2040 forecasts from the Metropolitan Council (February 2014 release)
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(DAN)...and up to 41 percent in 2040. So this a shift that Comp plans are seeing strongly for the first time. It’s kind of a new dimension in our region.  What new markets might appear in this population shift?Do cities have housing, parks and services that meet the preferences of a more diverse population? Will travel behavior change?You can ask all kinds of questions. This is just a fundamental shift to prompt that kind of discussion in your Comp Plan.  As communities proceed in their comp planning, they are welcome to use all this demographic information, data we analyzed to prompt discussion about the future in your communities.  Here’s a plug for the Local Planning Handbook - it has lots of resources and references to help each community through discussions about their own particular situations. 



In-person 
engagement
More than 
2000 attendees  
at over 100 
events  
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(DAN)During the development of Thrive MSP 2040, we held meetings and events throughout the region over three years. Some meetings were small, some meetings were large, we also had listening sessions that were small discussions with Council members, table topic discussions that were formatted and brought open discussions. We brought our facts and figures into these discussions, but we mostly asked residents what issues they were facing and what the region should pay attention to. If they were the ones who were creating a regional plan, we wanted to know what should we really be paying attention to.  The underlying question in all this engagement is forward looking.



What we heard:

What kind of region do we 
want for our children? 
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(DAN)…What kind of region do we want for our children?And for those who come after us?Following that, what should we be doing achieve it? These discussions became a little expansive over time, and they were great fun. But very interestingly, no matter where we were in the region, we started to hear the same big themes over and over, no matter what community we were in. The local language and examples varied a little bit, but the same big ideas seemed to be pressing on everybody’s minds when you zoomed out to a regional scale. These messages fell into several categories, which we used for the basic structure of Thrive.
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(DAN)Thrive is organized around:- Five [desired] outcomes [for the region]- and Three [operating] principles [to use in pursuing the outcomes.] In other words, these are the things that people throughout the region said we should all hold as important for the future.



Thrive Outcome: Stewardship
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(DAN)Our first outcome, Stewardship means responsibly managing the region’s natural and financial resources, and making strategic investments in our shared future.- At the council, this means things like tending the wastewater and transit infrastructure, and ensuring public money is used effectively.- In local communities, this can mean prudent financial management, protection of local natural features, and judicious investments in infrastructure.



Thrive Outcome: Prosperity
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(DAN)Prosperity is our second outcome. Prosperity means fostering regional economic competitiveness by investing in infrastructure and amenities that attract and retain successful businesses and a talented workforce.- The Council’s role in prosperity is focused on balancing infrastructure investments across the region to create great locations for businesses – and their employees - to succeed.- In local communities, this could mean understanding their assets and roles in the economy, what they are well-positioned to do, and how their land use and amenities can leverage those assets.



Thrive Outcome: Equity
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(DAN)Our third outcome, is equity. Equity connects all residents to opportunity and creates housing, transportation, and recreation options for people of all races, ethnicities, incomes, and abilities so that all communities share the opportunities and challenges of growth and change.- At the council, this means using our investments and influence to ensure real choices and opportunities for all residents.In the local community, equity could mean a land use element that ensures housing opportunities and a comprehensive plan process that includes a full cross-section of the community in decision-making. Equity is a new topic in region this decade, so it has been receiving a lot of attention. We found it to be a very useful lens to think through our process here at the Met Council, and we think it could be useful for local communities too. 



Thrive Outcome: Livability
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(DAN)Our fourth outcomeLivability focuses on the quality of life and opportunities for healthy, active living.- At the council this means things like investing in regional parks and trails, ensuring transportation to health care and education locations are made available, and aligning in resources to support vibrant, local, walkable places.- For local communities, this could include things like community recreation programs, kinds of local sidewalk networks, healthy and secure housing, and the underlying culture of the community. These are all things Comp Plans can address. 



Thrive Outcome: Sustainability
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(DAN)Our fifth and final outcome isSustainability, which to us means protecting our regional vitality for generations to come.- At the council, we do this by promoting the wise use of water through conservation and reuse; increasing energy-efficiency of our operations and providing information and technical assistance to support local governments’ consideration of climate change mitigation, adaption, and resilience.- At the local level, this could mean energy efficiency programs, sewer inflow and infiltration reductions, up to climate change action plans, which some communities may’ve already undertaken. 



Thrive Principles

Integration

Collaboration

Accountability
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(DAN)Our Thrive Principles are things that we have said to ourselves, ways that we are committed to working to achieve Thrive’s outcomes.  Integration means we are going to work together inside the Council. Collaboration means we are going to work with partners throughout the region. Accountability means we are going to measure our progress to improve over time.
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(DAN)One thing you might be interested in taking a look at in Thrive, is how we grouped communities based on similar age of development, urban form and shared planning challenges. We use these Community Designations so communities can find policy guidance that applies to them. Communities can find these throughout Thrive and the policy guides that are in here.  The Community Designations are broken down into two main sections:Metropolitan Urban Service Area, this is where sewers exist or are getting ready to exist Rural Service Area, where sewers maybe exist in rural centers, but they tend to be land that is more rural rather than agricultural. 



Thrive Land Use Policies
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(DAN)The second half of Thrive contains land use policies specific to each community designation. Communities can find their designation, go to Thrive, and then find the land use policies that apply to them. Community designations establish land use expectations, including overall densities and development patterns. The Thrive Policy Summaries outline the respective roles of the Council and the individual communities as well as identifying strategies for planning for forecasted growth. These summaries can be found on your Community Page of the Local Planning Handbook.
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(DAN)So that’s a lot of material to cover as a kick-off, a background. I want to leave you with some sense of how it all adds up together. Remember that circle diagram we showed at the beginning, with all the different steps?  This diagram shows how all the different plans work together. Thrive sits at the top of this diagram, with the policy plans directly underneath it. Together, you’ll hear us refer to that as the comprehensive development guide. That’s all the work that we do in house with a lot of local advisors.  The next big green bar in the middle represents the system statements and the kind of assistance that is being developed to help communities.  So system statements are out there and the local planning handbook has many resources focused on communities for communities.  Also, I didn’t have enough room in this slide to put 188 local jurisdictions, but I filled up the bottom with the notion that there are a lot of Comp Plans and work that needs to be done in the next few years. Listeners of this webinar will probably be involved in those Comp Plans and we stand ready to help with the comprehensive development guide, system statements, and any other assistance to help communities get their local jurisdiction Comp Plan up. 



Additional Resources

http://metrocouncil.org/Communities/Plan
ning/Local-Planning-Assistance/System-
Statements.aspx

http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspxhttp://metrocouncil.org/Planning/Projects/
Thrive-2040.aspx

http://lphonline.metc.state.mn.us/commportal
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Dan: As we go, I’m just going to say your first call for help is the sector rep for each community. They can steer you to the right people, the right resources, whether it’s the comprehensive developmental guide, the Local Planning Handbook, your local pages, specific policies or people. Feel free to use the webinar chat box to ask any questions you have; As Angela said, we’ll try to get to them during the last part of the hour. Now I will turn it over to Dennis to discuss local forecasts, which is one of the early steps in the process.Dennis:Thanks Dan, hello everyone. I want to talk about how forecasts fit into local comprehensive plans. I’ll focus of how we use forecasts, where they show up in plans, and where they show up in plans, and what Council staff look for when we review forecast-related materials.  I’m also going to talk about how communities might use comp plans to request a local forecast change. 

http://metrocouncil.org/Communities/Planning/Local-Planning-Assistance/System-Statements.aspx
http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspx
http://metrocouncil.org/Planning/Projects/Thrive-2040.aspx
http://lphonline.metc.state.mn.us/commportal


How we use forecasts

Regional development guides include regional 
and local forecasts of population, households, 
and employment.*

* (Minn. Stat. 473.146) 
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(Dennis)As Dan mentioned, forecasts are one of the things that kick-off the regional planning cycle.  As stated in Minnesota law, population, households, and employment forecasts are included in the regional development guide and regional system plans.   



How we use forecasts

These forecasts help the Council evaluate questions 
concerning “when, where, and how much” when 
planning regional services.  

Forecasts also help communities ensure their plans 
consider future growth and demographic changes.

The Council includes these forecasts in community 
System Statements, and request communities use them 
in their Comprehensive Plans to help ensure consistency 
between local and regional systems plans.
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(Dennis)We use these forecasts to help us evaluate if our system plans provide the levels of service, and the location and staging of services, needed for future growth patterns. To ensure that we’re on the same page with communities regarding our regional service plans, we request communities use these forecasts in their comprehensive plans.



Finding Forecasts
System Statements, 
Community Page
http://lphonline.metc.state.mn.us/commportal.aspx

Council Data and Maps
http://metrocouncil.org/forecasts

http://stats.metc.state.mn.us/profile/
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(Dennis)Many of the things I’m going to talk about are discussed in greater detail in the Local Planning Handbook and our Community Pages.  I’ll try to highlight those resources as I go along.  For instance, you can find your community’s forecasts in a couple different places.  If you’re just looking for your community, or a single community, the easiest place would be the system statements or community pages.  If you want to look at forecasts for multiple communities, or read more general analysis, you could check out the Forecast section in Council’s Data and Maps section.  Links are provided in the slide. In this forecast section, you’ll also find detailed information about the demographic and socioeconomic changes we’re forecasting for the region, as well as information about our forecasting methodology.



How we review forecast-
related materials
Completeness

• Are required tables/documentation 
included?

Consistency
• Are forecasts consistent with Council 

forecasts and policy?
• Are forecasts consistent throughout the 

document?
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(Dennis)When Council staff review these forecasts in comp plans, they’re going to be looking for a couple things: First, we’ll make sure that forecast-related materials are complete within the document. Does the plan include all the related tables and discussions in the necessary places? Second, we’ll look to see if forecasts are consistent.  Consistency means two things in this case – are the forecasts within the document consistent with Council forecasts and policies and are forecasts consistent throughout the document? In other words, are communities using the same forecasts throughout their Comp Plan. 



Forecasts and Plan Elements
Forecasts Land Use

Transportation

Water 
Resources

Housing

Elements 
containing 
forecast-
related 
materials
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(Dennis)Forecast-related materials play a role in four of the comp Plan Elements: The Land use element, the transportation element, the water resources element and the allocation of affordable housing need number in the Housing Element. 



Minimum requirements for 
each plan element…
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(Dennis)Now the next section, I’m going to go into more detail about the minimum requirements for forecast related materials in each of the comp plan elements.  I say minimum because these are the things we’ll be specifically looking for in our review of your comp plans for completeness and consistency; however, we encourage communities to use forecasts throughout the planning process to think about some of the challenges and opportunities they’ll face in the coming decades, and consider the different ways their long-term forecasts might be useful for comprehensive planning.  We also encourage communities not just to look at their total growth forecast, but to think about some of the demographic changes that will occur within this growth, such as the potential for an aging, more diverse population that Dan discussed earlier. 



Forecasts: Land Use
Forecasts Land Use

Include table with 2020, 2030, and 
2040 population, household and 
employment forecasts

Other consistency checks

Future Land Use must show sufficient 
land to accommodate forecasted growth

Density Calculations need to identify where 
forecasted residential growth will occur on 
Future Land Use Map
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(Dennis)The first place forecasts typically show up is in the land use plan.  In your land use plan, staff will be looking for a table that includes the 2020, 2030 and 2040 total population, employment and household forecasts that are used throughout the plan.  We’ll also be reviewing the land use section to determine if the future land use and density calculations demonstrate that the combination of planned future land use and associated densities can accommodate these growth forecasts. The land use plan also provides an opportunity to demonstrate how future land use plans are staged between each decade to accommodate the forecasted rates of growth between 2020, 2030 and 2040. 



Forecasts: Transportation
Forecasts Transportation

Provide table allocating 2020, 2030, 
and 2040 population, household and 
employment forecasts to 
Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ)

(TAZ forecasts must add up to city 
forecasts)

Presenter
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(Dennis)Forecasts also play an important role in transportation plans.  We’re all aware that number of household and jobs, and their location, affect travel patterns, which in turn influences how we plan our transportation system.  Our transportation planners use Transportation Analysis Zone forecasts (or TAZs) to consider both the amount and distribution of future growth across the region. TAZs are the zones transportation planners use to divide up the region in their transportation models; they’re how the transportation model determines travel origins and destinations, and they are very important in transportation planning.  In the transportation plan, communities need to provide a table allocating their growth to the individual Transportation Analysis Zones that fall within their jurisdiction.  At the Council, we’ve drafted TAZ forecasts for every zone in the region.  This involves taking each communities’ total population, household, and employment forecasts for 2020, 2030 and 2040, and allocating that total among the different TAZs within that community.  We’ve provided these draft TAZ forecasts, but we strongly encourage communities to modify these TAZ forecasts to ensure that your local knowledge and growth visions are reflected in these TAZ forecasts.  This is an opportunity for communities to provide their input on how their forecasted growth is allocated across their community, and to make sure that this input is used in transportation planning.  The only real stipulation is that your TAZ allocation needs to add up to your total forecast, which is one of the consistency checks we’ll look for in reviewing your comp plan.



Number of TAZs Varies

TAZs
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(Dennis)Depending on the size of your community and the complexity of its transportation network, you may have a few or many TAZs in your community.  Typically, higher populations and more complex street networks mean smaller TAZs.  You can get a sense of that in this map, which shows the center and southwest corners of our region to illustrate how TAZ sizes vary across the region. In this map, TAZs signified by the blue lines, are on average smaller and more detailed in urban areas with high populations and dense transportation networks, and they grow larger moving out into more rural areas.  So populous areas with dense street networks usually have more TAZs within their community.



TAZ maps for GIS Users
TAZ GIS Shapefiles and tables available at Minnesota 
Geospatial Commons: https://gisdata.mn.gov/

You can use 
search term 
“TAZ Official”
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(Dennis)If you’re a GIS user, you can find a shapefile which shows the number and location of TAZs in your community as well as their shapes.  The shapefile also contains the Council’s draft TAZ forecasts that you can use as a starting point.  But again, we strongly encourage communities to review these and make revisions using that TAZ forecast table in the Transportation element. The shapefiles can be found at the Minnesota Geo Spatial Commons using the link shown on the slide.  Use the search term shown to locate the shapefile shown here. The key is to use the “official” version. There is an “official” version and a “legacy” version.



TAZ maps for GIS Users
TAZ GIS Shapefiles and tables available at Minnesota 
Geospatial Commons: https://gisdata.mn.gov/

Shapefile contains location and 
extent of each TAZ; also includes 
draft TAZ forecasts as a starting 
point
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(Dennis)Be sure to use the “official” version – the “legacy version” will be retired in the coming years, so we’re asking communities to allocate for the “official” TAZ version.  Also, while you’re on the MN Geo Spatial Commons, you might want to check out some of the other GIS data available –there is a wide range of data which is really interesting and it’s a good site if you’re a GIS user.

https://gisdata.mn.gov/


TAZ Maps for Non-GIS Users
For maps and tables in other formats, contact 
dennis.farmer@metc.state.mn.us
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(Dennis)If you’re not a GIS user, we can provide maps or tables in other formats such as pdfs and spreadsheets for you.  Just contact me and I can get those to you.  And feel free to contact me at the email shown with any other questions or TAZ-related data needs you might have, whether you’re a GIS user or not. And my email is shown on this slide here. 

mailto:dennis.farmer@metc.state.mn.us


More To Come
Further information about preparing TAZ 
forecasts will be provided during August 2016 
PlanIt sessions on Transportation Planning
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(Dennis)There’s more to come. We’ll also provide more information on how to allocate your TAZ forecasts during the Transportation Planning PlanIt webinars scheduled for August 2016, so stay tuned for that late summer session to get more information and some tips on how to allocate your TAZ forecasts. 



Forecasts: Water Resources
Forecasts

Water 
Resources

Include table with 2020, 2030, and 
2040 household and employment 
forecasts broken down by areas 
served by:
 
• Metropolitan Disposal System
• Locally Owned and Operated 

wastewater treatment systems
• Community/Subsurface sewage 

treatment systems

Other consistency checks

Wastewater plan designed 
to support these population, 
household, and employment forecasts

Wastewater

Presenter
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(Dennis)The water resources element contains forecast-related materials in two places: the wastewater plan and the water supply plan.  In the wastewater plan, we’re looking for a table that breaks down the total forecasts into areas served by the regional wastewater system, municipal systems, and private or septic systems.  Plans should also be designed to support these different populations.



Sewer Service Forecast Table
Community Page 
http://lphonline.metc.state.mn.us/commportal.aspx/

Presenter
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(Dennis)You can find a copy of your current sewer allocation forecasts inside your community page, as shown here; this is an example. Now, note that in this table, we’re not just looking at the allocation among different treatment systems; but the tables also identify the staging of those services among the three future decades 2020, 2030 and 2040. 

http://lphonline.metc.state.mn.us/commportal.aspx/


Forecasts: Water Resources
Forecasts

Water 
Resources

Include forecasts of total population 
for 2020, 2030, and 2040 within table 
of water demand projections.

Water Supply 
 

Presenter
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(Dennis)There is another place in the water resources element where you are going to have forecast related materials, and that is in the water supply plan. The water supply plan, which should include a table of water demand projections that includes your 2020, 2030 and 2040 total population.



Projected Water Demand Table
Table 7, page 13 of Local Water Supply Plan Template

http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/watermgmt_section/appropriations/plan_template.pdf

Presenter
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(Dennis)You can find this table in the Local Water Supply Plan Template found at the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) website – a link is provided on this slide.  Note that there are two columns in the table.  The one highlighted is the column with your community’s total population.  The other column designates the actual population served by the municipal water supply system. 

http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/watermgmt_section/appropriations/plan_template.pdf


Forecasts: Housing
Forecasts Housing

Allocation of affordable housing need 
for each community based on percent 
of 2021 – 2030 growth in sewered 
households.

Any revision to 2020 or 2030 sewered 
household forecasts could change 
allocation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)Finally, I also want to note that forecasts inform the housing element as well.  The 2021-2030 sewered household growth forecasts form the basis for a community’s allocation of affordable housing need, so any revisions to these forecasts might affect this allocation.



Requesting a forecast change
• Provide table with preferred forecasts (usually land use 

chapter)
• Update other forecast-related material in document
• (See next slide for recommendations)

Community 
requests 
change

• Staff reviews revisions based on latest data and information 
provided by community

• Staff evaluates if revisions causes system impact or 
departure

• Staff makes recommendations to Council

Staff evaluates

• Council acts on Comprehensive Plan Update or Amendment
• Forecast revised upon approval of Update or AmendmentCouncil acts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)In this next section, I’m going to talk about how communities can use their comp plans to request a change to their forecast.  This slide provides a quick overview of the process.  Communities can initiate a review of their forecasts by including a table of their preferred 2020, 2030, and 2040 population, household, and employment forecasts. Typically this table would first appear in the land use element of the land use plan.  All other forecast-related materials in the comp plan should be consistent with these preferred forecasts, including your TAZ and sewer allocation forecasts.  In other words, if you’re going to include a revised forecast in your comp plan, use that same revised forecast throughout the entire document. Staff will then evaluate the forecast revision in their comp plan review using the latest data and any information the community provides in support of their forecast change (There will be more information on this later in the recommendations section).  Staff will also evaluate whether or not those changes create a regional system impact or departure.  Staff will make a recommendation to the Council based on this review in their report on the comp plan to the Council.  The Council then acts on the comprehensive plan update or amendment. Forecasts are officially revised once the Council approves the comp plan update or amendment.



Recommendations

• Discuss prospective forecast changes with 
Sector Representatives ahead of time

• Chance to provide information in support of change 
before revising document

• Staff can relay any questions or concerns

• Minimizes the potential for revisions or 
re-submittals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)Those are the basics of the forecast revision process.  We have a few recommendations or tips on requesting a forecast change in your comp plan.  Perhaps one of our biggest recommendations is to discuss the forecast change with your sector representative ahead of time.  This provides communities with a chance to submit any supporting information before you begin making changes to your comp plan.  It also gives us an opportunity to talk about any questions or concerns before you begin the process of submitting a comp plan. And all of these things could help save you time and effort by cutting down on any revisions or resubmittals that might occur due to forecast revisions.  



Recommendations
• Provide information and data in support of your 

preferred forecast change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)Another important recommendation we have is that we also encourage communities to provide any information they can in support of their forecast change.  I’ll highlight some information and give some examples that might be useful in the next slides.  Before I do that, it might be helpful if I back up a little and quickly talk about the basics for our forecasts to help provide a sense of the kinds of information that might help evaluate a forecast revision.



Forecast Models Overview

Regional 
Forecasts

Regional Model forecasts total population, 
households, and employment

Local Forecast Model allocates total growth 
to cities and townships

Transportation Model forecasts trip patterns, 
transit ridership and travel times based upon 
future growth patterns

Regional 
Model

Transportation 
Model

Local Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)The local forecasts are based on three models.  First, we use an economic and demographic model to forecast population, households, and employment for the whole region, for those three future decades: 2020, 2030, and 2040.  Then we need to allocate this total growth among the different communities in the region.  To do this, we used a land use model which projects the supply and demand for new development in different areas based how much land is available and the different characteristics of that area.  The land use model also uses information from our transportation model to determine the relative accessibility to jobs and households throughout the region, which is another factor our local forecasts consider.



Regional 
Forecasts

Local Model

Local Model

Forecast Models – Data Used
• Base year land supply

• Employment levels

• Housing stock

• Socioeconomic characteristics

• Accessibility, by car and by transit 

• Building costs

• Average rents

• Land consumption rates

• Regional systems and services

• Planned land use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)This land use model uses a range of data in its forecast of supply and demand, including what development existed at the time of the forecasts (or the base year), and the latest information we had about surrounding land uses  and future planned land uses. 



Recommendations
• What’s changed?
• Provide information about recent developments and land 

use plan changes

Thrive &
System Statements

2014-2015

Forecasts based on:
• 2008 Comp Plan future land use
• Latest data

Comp Plans

2018

Opportunities to consider:
• Intervening data and developments 
• 2018 future land use plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)And this brings me back to our recommendations. We realize that some of this information has changed or will change between when we completed local forecasts and when communities submit their comp plans. Forecasting for thrive and system statements occurred between 2014 and 2015, and were based on the latest available data at that time. These forecasts were also based on the latest adopted land use plans, which were the 2008 comp plans in most cases.  When comp plans are reviewed in 2 years, many things could change.  We’ll have new data and information about development that occurred between 2015 and 2018.  And land use plans will change as well.  We recommend providing information about these changes when you request your forecast revision, as they can be very helpful and persuasive in approving a forecast revision.  You can provide this information within the comp plan, as supplemental materials, or as part of any discussions you initiate ahead of completing your comp plan, as recommended in the previous slides.



Recommendations
For higher 
forecasts

List of known 
developments

Recent developments

How changes to land 
use plan affect growth 

expectations

For lower 
forecasts

Details on 
un-developable land, 
protected / reserved 

land, or land guided for 
other uses

Maximum housing info

Other obstacles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)Trying to get a little more specific, I’ll quickly give some examples of the type of information that can help when requesting a forecast change.  For instance, communities seeking a higher forecast might consider providing information about recent developments that wouldn’t show up in the Census data or the Council’s annual building permit surveys.  Communities might also want to discuss known developments, that is development not permitted or under construction but that are likely to be built between now and forecast years.  When talking about these things, it would be helpful to get information about where, when, and how much development in terms of housing units, commercial or industrial, that could be information used for the amount of built space. Discussions of how changes in your latest land use plan and how they might affect expectations about growth would also be helpful.  Communities that want lower forecast can provide information illustrating how land constraints might prohibit them from reaching their forecasted growth.  For instance, during the Thrive forecast period we noticed that some existing uses such as cemeteries or religious institutions might have had a future land use holding guidance of residential, but in reality were unlikely to change to different uses in the future.  These could show up as a future residential use, even though they were unlikely to change, leading to an overestimation of how much “new” residential land use was planned inside a community.  Another example were large areas of land guided towards residential that contained sub-areas that were undevelopable.  Pointing out these restrictions and details helps us to catch these overestimations and consider a more realistic assumption about future available land use.



Recommendations
• Consider using TAZ forecasts to demonstrate 

need for forecast revision

• E.g., highlighting how too high or too little growth in 
individual TAZs affects overall forecast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)We also recommend using your TAZ forecast allocation to evaluate and discuss any need for a forecast revision.  For instance, a discussion of TAZ allocation might show how a known development in one TAZ might require community’s total forecast to be raised in order to maintain existing housing or anticipated growth in other TAZs.  Likewise, an overly high forecast in one or more TAZs, combined with an inability to accommodate that growth in other TAZs, can demonstrate the need to lower a community forecast.  Using this bottom up approach could be a useful tool to evaluate whether your community needs a forecast change, and a good way of demonstrating that need to us.  And, looking at your TAZ forecasts is something we’re asking communities to do in their transportation element anyway.



For more detail
See How to Request a Forecast Change

http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook/Files/Resources/Fact-Sheet/LAND-USE/How-to-
Request-A-Forecast-Change.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)What I just summarized is by no means exhaustive, and I encourage you to look at the How to Request a Forecast Change fact sheet located in the link shown, or to contact us to ask any further questions.

http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook/Files/Resources/Fact-Sheet/LAND-USE/How-to-Request-A-Forecast-Change.aspx


Common issues from last round

• Using different forecasts throughout the 
document (internal inconsistency)

- Especially when seeking forecast revisions

• TAZ forecasts not adding up to city totals 
(either System Statements or city-preferred)

• Using tables from the last round of 
Comprehensive Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)Lastly, I want to end with a discussion of some common mistakes from the last round of 2008 Comp Plans.  I do this to possibly minimize the number of similar mistakes this time round and hopefully reduce the time communities spend revising upcoming Comp Plans.  One of the most common mistakes during the 2008 comp plan was having different forecasts throughout the plan, creating internal consistency within the document.  Having consistent forecasts is very important, especially when you request a forecast revision.  It’s hard for staff to know what forecast revision to recommend to the Council for approval if forecasts vary throughout the document.  Another common issue we had was tables not adding up to the locally preferred forecast, such as the sewer allocation or the TAZ forecasts, summing to a different total than the community’s total forecast. We had a few instances where communities reused sections from previous comp plans, and these sections may have included the previous planning cycle forecasts, which caused some confusion and inconsistencies, as forecasts have changed between the latest planning cycle and the previous ones. 



Common issues from last round

• Missing tables

• Nearest decade forecasts (2010 last round; 
2020 this round) requiring adjustments

• Note: Remember, changes to 2020 and 
2030 sewered household forecasts could 
change affordable housing need calculation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Dennis)We also had to call some plan elements incomplete due to missing tables. Another note:  by the time comp plans are completed, we will have nearly reached 2020, which is the first decade of the forecasts.  Communities should pay particular attention to their 2020 forecast and consider a forecast change if warranted based upon the latest available Council estimates or employment data.  Along those same lines, we encourage communities to look at not just their total 2040 growth forecast in light of the latest data, but to consider if the staging of that growth between 2020, 2030, and 2040 should be revised.  Finally, I want to remind everyone that changing your 2021-2030 sewered household forecasts can change your affordable housing need calculation, so please keep that in mind when requesting a forecast change and preparing your housing element.That’s all I’ve got.  Thank you, and I hope that’s helpful.  Don’t hesitate to contact me or my colleague Todd Graham for further assistance.  Or, if you prefer, you can communicate through your sector rep and direct any queries through them.Thank you.



Resources
http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspx

http://www.metrocouncil.org/Handbook/PlanIt.aspx

http://www.metrocouncil.org/Forecasts

http://metrocouncil.org/communities/
planning/sector-reps

Sector 
Representatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Angela)Thanks Dennis, thanks Dan. I have a few things to mention before we move on to questions.Here are a few of the links to resources that may have been mentioned during the presentation today. The Local Planning Handbook in particular is a key resource for comprehensive plan updates; it is the technical guide for planners as they are working on their updates. The PlanIt page is within the Local Planning Handbook and has the most current information available on upcoming events. (We also post notices for other regional events that are informative about comprehensive plan topics.) The Forecasts page has technical information on methodology, census and population estimates, if you’re interested in digging deeper into the forecasts. And you can find your Sector Representative’s contact information in many places throughout the Council’s website and the Local Planning handbook, but this is the main link to the Council’s website. 

http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspx
http://www.metrocouncil.org/Handbook/PlanIt.aspx
http://www.metrocouncil.org/Forecasts
http://metrocouncil.org/communities/planning/sector-reps


Questions?
Dan Marckel, Planning Analyst
Dan.Marckel@metc.state.mn.us

Dennis Farmer, AICP, Research Analyst
Dennis.Farmer@metc.state.mn.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Angela)I think we’ll just take a few questions now, we have some time.(presentation video proceeds to go into Q&A)

mailto:Dan.Marckel@metc.state.mn.us
mailto:Dennis.Farmer@metc.state.mn.us


Upcoming Events
Land Use Basics
Presented by Lisa Barajas and Angela Torres
Thursday, June 16, 2016 

Water Resources Planning
Presented by Kyle Colvin, Karen Jensen, Lanya Ross
Thursday, July 21, 2016 

Transportation Overview
Presented by Mark Filipi and Cole Hiniker 
Thursday, August 18, 2016 

*Look for the 2016 PlanIt Schedule of Events Coming Soon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Angela)I’d like to mention just a few logistics for our participants and pass on information on some upcoming events this summer, before we wrap up. I kind of want to make a plug.Please join us for the next presentation in the PlanIt “Basics” Webinar series. On June 16th, Lisa Barajas and I will be discussing Land Use Basics. Registration is open and available on the PlanIt page of the Local Planning Handbook. We will also be sending out notifications to our typical avenues as well from our sector rep. Also, within the next couple of weeks we will be posting a complete brochure of all PlanIt events on the website—all 2016 PlanIt events. Please look for more information to come on that.I had a couple of questions that I knew I wasn’t going to get to answer right now, so if you would like to view today’s presentation again, we will be posting the video online on our PlanIt page in the Local Planning Handbook.If you’d like to view today’s presentation again, we will be posting the video on the PlanIt page of the Local Planning Handbook. Again, give us a little time to do that, we have some converting to do. But we will be posting all of the webinars throughout 2016 on the website as well. Finally, as you exit the webinar, there is a short 5 question survey. Please take just a minute to help us out with that.If you have any other questions or comments, please feel free to contact us. If we didn’t get to your question, I am going to try and email you directly with a response, or feel free to contact Dennis or Dan again as well. With that, I would like to just say thank you for joining us. Everybody, have a very nice weekend.  Thank you very much. 
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